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Space Oddity
Embarking on a journey across Bolivia, Clara Le
Fort recalls the vision of a futuristic camp set up
on the Salar de Uyuni by Amazing Escapes.
by Clara Le Fort photography by Stephane Gautronneau

The largest white saltpan on Earth, the
salar’s surface is covered in scales: at sunrise
and sunset, the rims are naturally coloured
in light purple, pink and orange. A surreal
vision it was.

BEAUTY SEEMED TO CLING TO
my very skin as my eyes rolled out of
the window to reach for the salar’s
immaculate crusted earth: filling up the
horizon, Uyuni lay barren. The giant
saltpan mimicked an endless snow plain
under scorching sun. Where did all this
salt come from? The legend of beautiful
Tunupa (5432m) - the magnificent
‘female’ volcano with a reddish, orange
and ochre jigsaw rim that overlooks
Uyuni’s salar on its northern side - is that
after loosing the child she had with young
and beautiful Cuzco (the direct cause of
him running away with another, more
beautiful mountain), she cried salty tears
and let her milk drip away. The salar was
born. The largest white saltpan on Earth,
the salar’s surface is covered in scales: at
sunrise and sunset, the rims are naturally
coloured in light purple, pink and orange.
A surreal vision it was.
When we drove onto the desert from
the base of Volcano Tunupa, the car
unleashed from the dirt roads: flying over
the crusted earth, it reached 140km/h
as if entering a sci-fi era. Set on the very
salar, Amazing Escape’s Camp 4 looked
somewhat of a Mad Max Adventure.
From a distance, the white pods
looked like a space station designed by
Buckminsterfuller. It also had something
of an observatory, or a folly built for a
passionate astrophysicist! Composed
of repeated equilateral triangles, their

metallic structure is the very essence of
mathematical elegance. In front or on
top of the dome, a transparent panel
offers wide-open views on the salar
and its star-studded sky. Lit up at night,
with solar panels placed in between the
domes, they are one of the coolest, and
most surrealist viewing station ever seen
in the arid region.
As part of the expedition that set up these
dramatic camps for a rich client, I arrived
36 hours before completion: the site, then,
was still covered in wooden boxes and
furniture methodologically arranged by
use. The carpenters’ station was humming
with electric jigsaws, while other expert
hands drilled through the rock-solid salar
to anchor additional pods. The wind was
fierce (up to 150km/h) and faces were
covered up with glasses, woollen hats,
caps or gear, adding to the Mad Max
qualities of the camp. Any film director
would have been thrilled with the set, as
dozens climbed the large dome to install
protective layers. Local children were so
excited with this vision that they couldn’t
stop running around the bubbles with
their heavy knitted Bolivian bonnets.
Suddenly, under the harsh sun, joy was
all around – although time was running
out to finalize everything in time!
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BASE CAMP
AT SALAR
DE UYUNI
BY AMAZING
ESCAPES.
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THE DOMES
OF THE CAMP
BEING SET
UP BY THE
EXPEDITION
PARTY

Inside the domes, a wooden screen has been mounted
to protect the shower area, the ceramic washbasins
and the restrooms. Covered in soft beige carpet, the
interior felt cosy. A wooden trunk was placed on the
side of the bed to host lanterns, while light wooden
stools and a small ladder composed a minimalist
set-up around the central stove. The décor naturally
embraced the cold outside.
In the central dome, where guests would rejoice
over meals and unwind, a long wooden table came
enhanced with a line-up of multi-coloured Moroccan
lanterns, directly attached to the metallic structure.
Around, dozens of oversized hemp cushions stitched
with bright threads on the edges were arranged
around copper floor-lanterns. A few indigenous plants
and bushes, low tables and primitive wooden bowls
mixed cultures and influences with style. Outside, old
cactus trunks are intertwined to compose a natural,
protective barrier: wooden banquettes and bayadere
cushions in bright altiplano hues were placed next
to them under a white triangular sail. White against
white, the set up was quintessentially perfect.
At midday, the mirage started operating: the domes
duplicated in the distance to form a line up of
astronaut helmets or space hubbles. Later, the sky
turned to shades of grey and the salar suddenly
looked brownish: by contrast, the Camp had never
seemed so quintessentially white. I had to rub my eyes
to make sure I wasn’t hallucinating. This wild, crazy
vision I will never forget.
At night, under the moon, the salar became crystal
white and the Space Station (aka Camp 4) took
another dimension: Star Trek felt at my fingertips.
From inside the pods, the iridescent crust shined
through, mimicking the strength of the stars. Under
them, the domes looked like small telescopes. In
the morning, the sun rose on the bend horizon,
irradiating the salty earth with golden hues. Amazing
Escapes had definitely crafted a most unique place on
the surface of the globe…
Leaving the Salar behind the next day at flash-speed,
the scenery remained majestic, as vast and pure as a
singular ocean of whiteness.
www.amazingescapes.ch
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